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ABSTRACT
Over the last few years several process-based web service 
composition languages have emerged, such as BPEL4WS and 
BPML. These languages define the composition on the basis of a 
process that specifies the control and data flow among the services 
to be composed. In this approach, the whole business logic 
underlying the composition including business policies and 
constraints is coded as a monolithic block. As a result, business 
rules are hard to change without affecting the core composition 
logic.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid composition approach: The 
composition logic is broken down into a core part (the process) 
and several well-modularized business rules that exist and evolve 
independently. We also discuss two alternative technologies for 
implementing business rules in encapsulated units, using aspects 
and a rule-based engine. Our approach allows for a more modular 
and flexible web service composition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Web services embody the paradigm of Service-Oriented 
Computing [1]: Applications from different providers are offered 
as services that can be used, composed, and coordinated in a 
loosely coupled manner. Individual web services are capable of 
providing some functionality on their own but the greater value is 

derived by combining several web services to establish more 
powerful applications. For example, a travel web service can offer 
full vacation packages by combining several elementary web 
services such as flight, hotel and car rental.  

Several workflow-based composition languages have emerged to 
express web service compositions, such as the Business Process 
Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS or BPEL for 
short) [2], WSCI [3], BPML [4]. These languages define a 
business process that determines the logical dependencies 
between the composed web services. The process specifies the 
order of invocations (control flow) and rules for data transfer 
between them (data flow).  

In this paper, we argue that this process-based approach to web 
service composition exhibits important shortcomings with regard 
to support for integration of business rules. We will focus on 
BPEL since this is becoming a standard language for web service 
composition.  

According to the Business Rules Group [5], a business rule is a 
statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business. It 
is intended to assert business structure or to control the behavior 
of the business [5]. Business rules are usually expressed either as 
constraints or in the form if conditions then action. The 
conditions are also called rule premises. The business rule 
approach encompasses a collection of terms (definitions), facts
(connection between terms) and rules (computation, constraints 
and conditional logic) [6]. Terms and Facts are statements that 
contain sensible business relevant observations, whereas rules are 
statements used to discover new information or guide decision 
making.

Business rules are especially useful in decision and policy-
intensive business domains such as the finance and insurance 
sectors. They provide a means to express, manage and update 
pieces of business domain knowledge independent of the rest of 
the application. A business rule system is a system in which the 
rules are separated logically and perhaps physically from the 
other parts. 

Let us now shortly consider the aforementioned shortcomings of 
BPEL – as a representative of process-oriented web service 
composition languages – in modeling business rules affecting 
compositions of web services. The problem is that the whole 
business logic underlying a web service composition is expressed 
as a monolithic block, namely the process specification.  Each 
business constraint or business policy that must be enforced 
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